Experts, Activists Push Philanthropies to Drop Coal, Oil, Gas Investments
by Lisa Friedman
Sept. 15, 2014 - Top environmentalists today are calling on climate-friendly philanthropies to put their endowments where their ideologies are.  In a full-page advertisement out this morning in The International New York Times, 160 prize-winning clean energy and global warming activists declared that the billions of dollars that foundations invest to spur their philanthropic efforts must get in line with efforts to avert catastrophic climate change.
Specifically, they ask foundations to invest in low-carbon energy, divest from fossil fuels, or use their influence as shareholders to pressure companies to stop the development of new reserves.  "The basic name of the game is to get foundations that are not investing in climate change to do so.  Otherwise, they're going to undermine all their good works," said Jeremy Leggett, a solar entrepreneur and laureate of the Hillary Institute of International Leadership, who coordinated the declaration.
The request to endowments run by well-known philanthropies, like the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the J. Paul Getty Trust and the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, comes just a week before a major climate change summit in New York.  Hosted by U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, the Sept. 23 event is not part of formal negotiations toward a 2015 global climate agreement.  Rather, business and government leaders have been charged with bringing "bold pledges" that will help steer the world in a cleaner direction.
Aimee Christiensen, another Hillary laureate, said many foundations already have taken steps to make their endowments more socially responsible.  The next step -- investing in efforts to avert climate change -- will make a major impact and also makes financial sense for the foundations, she argued.
Financial Erosion Down the Road?
"Whether it's poverty or human rights or the environment, aligning their investments to get out of fossil fuels and to get into clean energy will help support their philanthropic efforts, as well," she said.  "There is such an obvious economic and investment opportunity in solving the challenge, especially now, that this is an easy ask."
With prices of solar and other renewables falling rapidly, Christiensen argued that even if foundations have looked into the issue a few years ago, they would do well to revisit the idea of new investments.  "Realize there are some new opportunities that weren't there just 5 or 10 years ago," she said.
A handful of foundations have already climbed on board.  In a statement, James Arbib, founder of the Tellus Mater Foundation, called the effort "a critical level in pursuing a solution.”  He said his organization is "actively looking for ways to invest our endowment to support a transition to a low-carbon energy system, within a long-term and sustainable financial system."
Leggett warned that if global average temperatures rise 4 or 6°C, those same foundations could see their endowments dissipate.  "What are they going to do with all that money if we lose in Paris?" he asked.  "They'll lose it anyway, because climate change will undermine all the really good work that these foundations do, simply by the awful impacts of progressive global warming on economies and the ecosystem."
"Their assets are going to be eroded.  If we lose this battle in Paris in December of 2015, these foundations may think they've got hundreds of billions, but those billions are going to erode rapidly in front of their eyes."
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